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Abstract

In developed countries people are more conscious about their Branding pattern. Brand makes one product different from competitors. In marketing one of the vital tools is Branding which differentiates brand image and its identity from one another. Sensory branding is intended to please the human five senses, to engross feelings and so to encourage purchasing behavior. For building brand image various companies use different ideas for bestowing their brand by bringing together unique advertisements. Sensory branding includes five senses, with the help of these senses how disparity can be created with respect to challengers becomes very easy. The objective of this paper is to spread awareness of sensory branding among consumers on emotional level which is more immersive by considering all the five senses together and to see the respond of which sense among five is more useful and its effect on purchase behavior of consumers.

Introduction:

Sensory marketing is well-defined as a mode of assessing and elucidating consumer emotions, feelings and sentiments. Branding is one of the best portent for all developed brands in the past. The ancient Romans and Greeks marked their wine pots and oil lamps with symbols to indicate the origin and quality of those goods. All through the industrial revolution there was vast gap in communication between the producer and the consumer, due to which the significance of branding as a means of collaborating the quality and identity of the product becomes necessary and also keeping in mind the differentiation from competitors in a market (Chernatony & McDonald 1998, Room 1998).

In today’s developed countries people are very conscious towards brand which matches their lifestyle. For attracting lot of customer it is very essential to build good brand image in consumer’s mind which can result from them in brand loyalty. Market is inundated with new brands coming with their uniqueness, among which some of the brands are also attached to consumer’s emotions. Therefore establishing brand uniquely can construct positively brand image in consumers mind. In this research paper by using the five senses (taste, smell, touch, hearing and sight) trying to know that how consumer perceive different types of product with different senses. Companies therefore doing all those efforts by which they will able to understand consumer and attitude by keeping in mind differentiation point of view from competitors in market. In recent time branding has turned out to be very popular due
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to the contribution of five senses - taste, touch, hearing, sight, and smell. Earlier, most of the companies focused only on two senses which were (hearing and sight). However now they are trying to use five senses to distinguish them from the competitors. Hence, sensory branding known as branding which benefit the company to discriminate their brand and products from the competitors. Sensory branding allows the company to use of new communication channels. By using only audiovisual impetus is not sufficient for distinguishing a brand to the customer in the contemporary condition. According to Lindström, combination of all the five senses “entire sensory involvement would at least duple, if not treble, the consumer’s capability to remember the brand.” (Lindström 2005, pp. 23). The main aim of sensory branding is to combine all the five senses together at the same interval to build a five-dimensional know-how for the consumers.

It is understandable to identify brand, consumer must use more than one sense to recognize a brand. To construct brand consciousness and brand image(identity) in such a competitive market companies should prerequisite innovative methods to encourage prospective consumers.

**Purpose of study:**
The purpose of the study is to examine awareness of customers with respect to sensory branding. How much people are aware with five senses purchase behavior and how they are emotionally attached with particular brand. Therefore, Brand Image can be built by spreading cognizance of sensory branding and its after effect on consumer purchase behavior.

**Objectives:**
1) To study attachment of brand with respect to emotional value.
2) To examine impact of brand image and loyalty towards it.
3) To inspect awareness of sensory branding and its effect on customers.

**Research Methodology:**
In this research paper information is collected through (paper-based sources) includes journals, research reports and magazines, therefore this study is purely based on secondary data.

**Theoretical Underpinnings:**

**Sensory Branding:**
In forthcoming years building a strong brand will shift from two senses (hearing and sight) method to Multisensory method (Lindström, 2005, pp 7). In Today’s competitive market companies are concentrating on sensory stimulus to build influential brand. Many Companies enthused from a common brand building which was only two dimensional to a sensory brand structure known as five dimensional (five human senses) branding. They are directing on all the five senses to response a multidimensional aspiration from the consumers (Lindström, 2005). Each Brand create strong memories in consumers mind by alluring to all five senses. As a result leads a strong connection among brands and consumer, which further results in brand loyalty.

Therefore, time to time companies should be aware of what new going in market as well as changes in the buying behavior of customer, as behavior change is connected with all the five senses. To build a strong sensory branding there is a need of creating brand on an emotional level by using all the five senses in purchasing procedure (Lindström, 2005). It is very imperative to emphasis on ability to see and sound to communicate the uniqueness of a particular brand. Nevertheless, as it is very clear to build strong brand it is very important to assimilate the all five senses to make an emotive condition with brand so as to give a unforgettable experience to the customer. Brand experience can be believed to be as feelings, emotional state, opinions, and behavioral responses aroused by the human five senses (Djurovic, 2008). Therefore, it is obvious the more consumer will implicate with all five sense, they will able to reminisce the brand more as a result leads to satisfaction and loyalty among customers.

**Brand Awareness:**
Brand awareness is the skill of a customer to ascertain the brand in different conditions (Aaker, 1991). Else brand awareness can be defined as the capability of a customer to identify specific brand among all the other competitive brands in market. Customers always prefer those brands with which they are aware and have confidence on that brand. Therefore marketers should distinguish their product by giving particular identity. Customers while making buying decision focuses only on such brands with which they are familiar and have trust. They never select such brands from which they are not aware generally customers do not prefer to buy an unknown brand in making
decisions. According to Keller, brand awareness consists of brand recognition. Brand awareness is the mixture of both brand recognition as well as brand recall. Brand recognition is the ability of consumer to identify earlier awareness of brand, when brand was shown or when enquired about that specific brand. According to Aaker, brand recognition is the customer’s ability to authenticate past connection with the brand when given the brand as a cue (Aaker, 1991). On the other hand, brand recall is the prospective of customer to recuperate a brand from customer memory when given the product type. Or it can be said that if clue given to consumers they should appropriately pull through that brand when product is categorized. It is very true if one have unfathomable consciousness of brand then that person can recall brand very easily and rapidly to recognize a brand (Keller, 1997). In order to make brand recognition and brand recall hastily the five dimensional techniques, which include five senses, will definitely work.

Brand Identity:-
In Marketing to build brand image uniqueness is essential. Brand Identity is a vigorous part for a brand. According to Kapferer, crucial element of branding is Brand Identity (Upshaw 1995). Brand identity is a elementary resource of consumer recognition and signifies the brand’s discrepancy from its competitors (brand channel 2011). One of the best approaches of recognizing and distinctive a brand from competitors. In a market how to portray brand identity is necessary so as to absolutely change consumers purchase behavior, their perception and attitude. It represents how a brand wants to be identified or differentiated to the customer in the market.

Conclusion:-
From this research paper conclusion drawn was very clear that with help of five senses (taste, touch, hearing, smell, sight) together brand can be more memorable and strong brands can be established with good brand image. The research was accompanied to understand the influence of senses used on consumer for generating brand awareness and brand identity. Sensory brand involvement engenders certain views, feelings, opinions and sentiments to build a brand image in the consumer’s cognizance. It is understood that consumers can distinguish and reminiscence brands not only by any single sense but they needed more than one sense among five to differentiate. Therefore, the practice of sensory branding is projected to be one of the best activity to build brand Image in market and to spread consciousness of brand in consumers mind.
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